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ABSTRACT : Ramnad-Palkbay sub-basin of Cauvery basin has obtained significance for petroleum exploration in view of oil/
gas finds of considerable reserves. Accordingly a massive 3D acquisition programme was drawn up in and around the finds and
is being acquired phase by phase. The Ramnad phase-iv area (Fig.1), comprises a large town, namely, Ramanathapuram of about
14 sq. km. area, with high population density and severe logistics, posed a serious problem for 3D data acquisition (in a conventional
way) in the town area, beneath which high hydrocarbon prospectivity was envisaged (Fig2). The township accounts for about
20% of the assigned full foldage area and had this town not been covered by 3D recovery, it would have left about 19 sq. km. hole
in the 3D data volume(Fig.3).Making an advanced plan by about two months, and designing an innovative template geometry, the
area has been covered in a record time of 25 days. While planning and execution of the recovery plan extreme care was taken to
acquire the data adhering to the strict quality control norms to maintain data quality, covering the data gap with full foldage, with
the maximum possible uniform non redundant offset distribution and also keeping a check on optimization of recovery shots not
exceeding the shots in regular pattern in the town area.

INTRODUCTION

During the year 2002, Geophysical crew was
assigned the task of acquiring 3D seismic data over Ramnad
Phase-IV of Ramnad - Palk bay sub-basin of Cauvery basin.
Recent finds of gas from Nannilam and Bhuvanagiri
formations in Perungulam – Periapattinam –Ramanavalasai
structural trend  in the Ramnad Block, has given thrust to
extend exploratory efforts further south and west of these
prospects. Indications of gas in Nannilam formation from the
well#SK-*, located to the west of Periapattnam prospect within
the survey area has given further impetus for focused seismic
data acquisition, for hydrocarbon exploration and exploitation
in this area. Two exploratory locations over Chomaithangi

and Kanjirangudi prospects, mapped on the basis of
interpretation of earlier 2D data to explore prospects of
Nannilam and Bhuvanagiri formations. The well drilled on
the former prospect proved to be dry, whereas that on the latter
proved to be gas bearing in Nannilam formation tested
producing considerable quantities of gas per day. Subsequently
drilled well  also proved to be gas bearing. The well
Perungulam-5 located northeast of the present area, during
testing, produced large amount of gas from Kamalapuram
formation which overlies the Bhuvanagiri formation. All these
finds made the area important for further exploration.Figure 1 : Ramanathapuram town boundary

Figure 2 : Map showing Ramanathapuram town
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DATA ACQUISITION

Due to the presence of Ramanathapuram town, a
huge obstacle, in the assigned area, the acquisition programme
of the said campaign was divided into two phases, i.e., phase-
A and phase-B.  Phase-A consisted of data acquisition in the
survey area adopting regular swath geometry as described in
fig.4. This was the free area where no obstacles were
encountered and therefore, skipped shot points due to logistics
like presence of houses / villages, roads, etc., were  recovered
by cross line recovery technique.

Under phase-B acquisition programme, an effort was
made to carryout a special recovery programme to recover
the skips due to the presence of the giant obstacle, i.e.,
Ramanathapuram township. The details of acquisition
programme for the recovery of data underneath
Ramnathapuram township, the thrust of this paper, is as
follows:

Recovery Programme in Ramanathapuram town - Special
Efforts - Innovations

Data acquisition under regular programme was
undertaken using the field and instrument parameters as were

Table 1 : Seismo-geological parameters of the Survey area.

Time zone of interest 1.2 to 2.0 sec. Range of dip at target levels 4° to 10°
Depth zone of interest 1600m.-2600m. Foldage 32
Max. dip <10 °in both strike and dip Bin size 20m.X 40m.
Full foldage area 110 sq.km. Grid area 70 sq.km.

Table 2 : Summary of Field parameters designed.

Bin size 20 m. X 40 m. Shooting pattern END ON
Receiver(Group)interval 40 m. Shooting direction NW-SE
Source interval 160 m. Swath roll over SW-NE
Receiver Line spacing 80 m. Shooting geometry 4 receiver/8 shot lines
No. of receivers/line 4 Source Explosive
Total No. receivers 256 Type of Array/ Pattern Linear/Series
Near Trace Offset 160 m. Element Spacing 2.5 m.
Far trace offset (m) 2680 m. Base Length 27.5 m.
Foldage 8(Inline)X(4crossline) Charge Size 3.0 Kg.

Table 3 : Summary of Instrument parameters.

Seismograph MDS-18 Notch filter Out
Record length 5 sec, Gain Mode IFP
Sampling interval 2 ms. Pre-amp.  gain 24dB
Low cut filter 5Hz./24dB per octave Recording format SEG D / Demultiplex
Hi cut filter 125 Hz. Recording density 6250 BPI

Figure 3 : Foldage loss without receivers and shots

The objective of  the  survey was to acquire 3D
seismic data in order to:

- map strati-structural prospects in the area of work and
- delineate extension of pay sand equivalents within

Nannilam and
Bhuvanagiri  formations  encountered in wells of
Perungulam and Periapattinam.

Taking into consideration of objective, zone of
interest, foldage requirement, bin size etc. (Table 1), the

following field acquisition parameters in general for the entire
area were designed. (Table-2 & Table-3)
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decided from experimental work. Swath no.1 comprising shot
line nos. 1 to 8 and receiver line nos. 3 to 6 was taken first for
recording, keeping first shot point at pkt. No. 66 (fig.4).
Shooting direction was maintained from NW to SE. Swath
roll-over was from SW to NE. This continued up to 31st swath
till the southern boundary of Ramanathapuram town was
encountered. Thereafter, the town recovery programme was
undertaken.

Size of the obstacle

It was really a challenging task of tackling the big
town, Ramanathapuram, located to the NE corner of the study
area. The town measured about 14 sq. km. area (6.0 km. x
2.3 km.) comprising about 20% of the assigned full fold area.
If not covered, this would have generated a data hole of about
19 sq. km. in the 3D data volume in the subsurface coverage.
The number of shot points to be skipped while shooting with
regular pattern was about 2000. The township, being the
district headquarters, consists of  busy market places, railway
station, various govt. offices, hospitals, schools, colleges,
thickly populated and densely concentrated civilian houses,
etc., and also a palace belonging to the erstwhile king of
Ramanathapuram.

An Innovative 3D Recovery over A Large Township

DETAILS OF RECOVERY PROGRAMME

Topographic Survey

 Special topographic survey work had to be planned
in connection with the recovery of Ramnathapuram town.
Because of its large dimension and shape, large population,
presence of  closed tall buildings,  numerous roads / streets, it
was very difficult to stake pickets in the conventional way by
using magnetic theodolite and chain. So, special care was taken
to maintain the staking accuracy in the town. Initially, the outer
boundary of the town was mapped by using real time GPS.
This boundary details along with that of profile & picket details
were used while pre-planning and designing the recovery plan.
After the recovery plan was ready, laying of the profiles /
staking of the pickets was attempted within the town as per
the requirement.  During the recovery, taking into consideration
the dimension of the town as well as the depth zone of interest
to be mapped, pickets were staked across the town
perpendicular to the normal line direction. Within the town
the group interval as well as line interval was kept at 40 m.

In order to have a better survey accuracy in the town,
all along the streets / roads and both sides of tall buildings,
approximately 1300 real time GPS control points were
established using DGPS receivers. A detail topographic map
showing roads, houses, villages, railway tracks, tanks, power
lines etc., was prepared in 1: 4000 scale  for planning and
designing the recovery programme.

Optimising The Swath Design for Recovery

The recovery programme was basically planned to
undershoot the area covered by the town, by laying receiver/
cables across the  town and taking shots in the outside fringe
of the town by designing a suitable template geometry so as to
have an optimum foldage / offset / azimuth distribution within
the town area. Accordingly, an innovative template geometry,
with eight receiver lines and each receiver line consisting of
60 channels, thus comprising a total of  480 active channels,
was designed using MESA software. Keeping into
consideration the seismo-geological parameters like depth zone
of interest, frequeny content of data, resolution requirements
etc., the shot points and their positions are optimized for each
template, to generate data with uniform offset distribution in
all the three ranges i.e near, middle and far offset ranges.

Figure 4 : Regular swath (D-1)
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In total, eleven templates were designed to recover
the entire data gap optimally. Out of the eleven templates,
eight templates were designed in such a way that receiver lines
were oriented along the original cross line direction i.e
perpendicular to the regular receiver lines, and shots were
placed outside the safe limits of the town (Fig.5).  In order to
have good foldage as well as wide range of offsets distribution,
additional lines in between the existing lines with 40m spacing
were staked in order to plant receiver groups along the cross
line directions at an interval of 40m.  Group interval along the
inline direction was maintained at 40m.  Thus the data was
recorded  with a square bin of dimension 20m x 20m, in order
to result in smooth merger of recovery data volume with the
regular data volume acquired with rectangular bin of
20m x 40 m dimension. In case of other three templates,
recording was done by placing receivers inside the town along
the regular inline and placing shots outside the town.

Fig.6 shows detail of one such individual template
(T-2) including  placement of shots and receivers. Figs.7 to10
show the resultant coverage with foldage distribution in the
operational area including the town, for offset ranges 0 to
2600m, 0 to 800m, 0 to 1200m and 0 to 1800m, respectively,
before and after recovery.  It may be seen that, after recovery,
most of the area of the town except the fringe portion is covered
with substantial foldage.  Despite the best of the efforts, due
to the compulsion of placing all the shots outside the town
boundaries, out of the total full foldage loss area of 19 sq.kms,
2 sq.kms area is covered only with far offset ranges, 5.5 sq.km
area is covered with middle and far offsets, and the remaining
12 sq.kms area is covered with all the near,middle and far

An Innovative 3D Recovery over A Large Township

Figure 5 : Shots after recovery

Figure 6 : Template 2

Figure 7 : Foldage after recovery (Offsets 0-2600m)

Figure 8 : Foldage (Offsets 0-800m)
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Special Efforts – Innovations

The significance of the recovery programme is that
the work attempted was first of its kind in ONGC and  the
crew has gained the confidence of negotiating with such giant
obstacles, with the introduction of the following innovative
ideas .

i) Cables /geophones laid during the day time were left on
the ground during nights with watch and ward
arrangements, as each time a template layout used to take
about 8 to 10 hours. During this process no loss of
equipment e.g. cables / geophone strings / RU & RTU
boxes etc. has taken place.

ii) Shooting / data recording was done during the periods
of the day when cultural noise due to vehicular traffic
and inhabitants was minimum. However, power line

An Innovative 3D Recovery over A Large Township

Figure 9 : Foldage (Offsets 0-1200m)

Figure 10 : Foldage (Offsets 0-1800m)

offset ranges. In total, 2325 shots were taken with an average
production of 93 shots per day to complete the recovery
programme in a record time of 25 days.  The recovery plan
was executed in such a way that entire Ramnathapuram town
subsurface area was covered with a minimum foldage of 50
and up to a maximum of more than 100(Fig.7). Offset/foldage
distributions and azimuthal distributions(rose diagram) are
shown in the Figs.11&12. Considerable efforts were made
while planning, to minimize the redundant offsets and to
optimize the non redundant offsets to be uniformly distributed
to the maximum extent possible. Additional benefit of this
recovery is the 20m x 20m bin size achieved. Due to the
meticulous planning and execution the no. of shots required
for recovery could be optimized to about 300 in excess over
the normal survey pattern. Fig. 13 to14  shows some of the
monitor records pertaining to recovery programme.

Figure 11 : Offset / Fold distribution

Figure 12 : Rose diagarm
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Figure 13: Data quality - Recovery shot with cultural noise (Lines laid through a market place)

Figure 14: Recovery shot - affect of AC pickup on quality
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noise(AC pickups) which has been a typical problem in
this area for being a developed township, could not be
avoided much, except by burying the geophones in the
ground and covering them with soil wherever possible.

iii) About 40-50% of receivers in a template are connected
to the cable takeouts through extension wires prepared
in advance as the cable takeouts never used to reach the
concerned picket location due to detouring around
various concrete structures of the town.

iv) The innovative idea conceived to plant geophones with
the support of wet clay bags has been implemented after
carrying out the field testing in advance. Field records,
for comparison of signals received from geophones
planted on the ground and that with the support of clay
bags, are shown in fig . Vast corridors of hard cemented
floors across houses and other establishments like
hospitals, offices and so on, accommodating large number
of channels to be made otherwise dead, has necessitated
the party to think and conceive this idea in order to
minimize the dead channels. It may be seen that the
signals received with the support of clay bags are
comparable with those from geophones planted on the
normal ground. Number of dead channels had been
minimized in the concrete premises of offices, schools,
hospitals and on the public roads through implementation
of  the clay bag concept.

v) A successful attempt was made to lay and record 480
channels with MDS-18 Instrument for the first time in
ONGC. The maximum channel capacity of the instrument
also was tested and placed at 506.

Public Relation Jobs

Extensive public relation jobs were undertaken to
tackle the anticipated problems e.g. resistance by local people
during laying of cables. Announcements, with public address
systems were made to the public with the help of local police
in entire town regarding the activity of seismic work seeking
cooperation from public. Press releases about the recovery
activity and announcements in the local cable network were
made for the entire period of recovery survey. The party got
maximum co-operation from the local authorities as well as
public during the course of the recovery programme. Some of
the photographs taken during the execution of the recovery
programme are shown in Fig.15-17. With an advanced
planning of all the requirements and gearing up all the inputs
including instrumentation, innovative ideas to tackle the
problems, proper public relation  jobs seeking public co-
operation , the recovery of the township could be completed
successfully.

Figure 15a: Laying cable over the roof of King’s palace of
Ramanathapuram (Palace size ≈ 250m X 200m)

Figure 15b: Placing ground electronics on roof tops to provide line

Figure 16a : Line supervisors on the job of line control
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relation jobs with local authorities and a dedicated team effort,
while adhering to the HSE and QC aspects made it possible
in achieving the assigned task of negotiating with a giant
obstacle like Ramanathapuram town and filling the data gap
by carrying out the programme successfully. Also with this
experience the crew has gained the expertise to negotiate with
any such obstacle, it may, for obtaining the seismic coverage
across them.
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Figure 16 b: Trouble shooting (Line) in a busy market area

Figure 17a: Boys on the job of cable spreading across building roofs

Figure 17b: Cable boys negotiating the layout across a dirty water
tank
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CONCLUSION

Meticulous advanced planning, conceiving and
implementation of innovative ideas to tackle the typical
problems associated with obstacle, undertaking proper public


